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Summary:
Do you know what´s holding your self confidence back? It´s great that
you have decided to build your self confidence. However, there are a few
obstacles that can keep you from achieving your goal.
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Article Body:
Do you know what´s holding your self confidence back? It´s great that you have decided to buil
Most of the time, these obstacles are so obvious that they do not seem like obstacles at all,

Therefore, it is important to become aware of these seemingly harmless
obstacles that have all the power to stop you in your path. Let´s have a look at what could be
Are You Undisciplined?
Some people simply have the talent to waste a lot of time without realizing it. They lack the

However, the moment you enter your home you involuntarily grab the remote and start channel su

In a self development program, it´s you and only you who has the power to change yourself. Nob
Are You Lazy And keep Procrastinating?
Procrastination is one of the greatest and most silent killers of confidence. It does not let

The very basics of building confidence start with listing little things that are doable. You g

However not being prompt and delaying important things till they become
urgent makes you miss the opportunity of working on your confidence and
puts you in danger of falling back again into your earlier cycle, thereby wasting all the effo
Does Your Old Self Keep Pulling You Back?
Assume. Assume. Assume is the technique here. Assume that you are a
different person with habits you wanted to inculcate.

Imagine the way you would like to be. Imagine a self confident you taking things in your strid

Your assumed self will make people react to you in a different way, according to your new self

If you behave indecisively and helplessly, you will invoke proportionate
reactions from people around you, thereby reinforcing your previous self. This throws you back
Don´t Copy Self Confidence. Do Not Try To Become Like Someone Else.

One of the greatest mistakes that people make when trying to increase their low self confidenc

This is one of the greatest mistakes that people can commit when trying in increase their self

There is no need for any two people in this universe to be exactly the same. The challenge is
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